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July 24, 2019 

Mr. Stephen Koenick, Chief
Low-Level Waste and Projects Branch
Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C.  20555-0001 

Dear Mr. Koenick: 

Thanks for your phone call yesterday and the previous note.  I appreciate your efforts in negotiating with
the U.S. Army to improve the DU monitoring program they have established at Pohakuloa Training Area
(PTA) in Hawaii using only a periodic single-site sediment sample. 

As you know, I do not believe sediment sampling is a worthwhile method to use at PTA to determine if DU
is migrating away from the radiation controlled areas (RCA).  Looking at a common mechanism of
sediment transport, that of flowing water capable of carrying a sediment load, it would be necessary to
definitively establish that there is a connective flow path between the areas of interest, here the RCAs,
and the sampling site.  This has not been done at PTA. 

The basaltic lavas typical of the saddle area between Mauna Kea and Mauna Loa, where PTA is located,
are very porous meaning that water from precipitation quickly infiltrates the surface.  They are also
relatively young meaning that soil development has been limited.  At PTA, there are few streams, all are
intermittent, but there are numerous local rills, gullies, troughs and channels that appear to often form a
network.  They might provide a transport pathway but visual inspection of satellite photos show that the
connections are of short distances and any one site for sampling would have numerous local feeder
zones.  In other words, the chance for a minimally unadulterated sediment sample from the RCAs at any
location would be marginal, at best; intense dilution from other areas would be the rule and any DU would
be so diluted by natural uranium background sediment as not to be seen by the analytical methods
employed. 

The most likely form of transport for DU from the radiation controlled areas is an airborne transport
method.  On a grander scale, this could be a transport method as you might recognize in the formation of
sand dunes.  Yet, at PTA it might more be truly a random situation, more akin to dust or pollen settling on
your home furniture.  Given a long enough time, you might be able to see accumulation of a dust layer.
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Interestingly, about a decade ago, there was such a sample collected at a property nearby PTA for DU
analysis.  This is commonly referred to as the Waiki’i Ranch sample.  When the Army first admitted to
having used DU at PTA, the Waiki’i Ranch homeowners had an independent test performed to see if DU
was present.  They contracted with a private company to collect a sample and have it analyzed.  The
single sample selected was an accumulated dust sample in the eave of a building.  The analysis showed
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the presence of DU but it was at the detection level of the analytical method used at the time.  The
homeowners chose to accept the marginal result as presenting no major occurrence of DU but the
analysis did not rule out the possibility of DU transport from PTA. 

Ideally, to determine the transport fate of DU at PTA, the sampling and analytical methodologies should
be changed.  Continuing advances in analytical instrumentation have improved accuracy and precision
for uranium isotopic analysis as well as transuranics commonly representative of reprocessed fuel rods. 
Sampling methods could be tailored to the environment and geomorphology present at PTA.  There is no
need to continue using 20th century methods when refinements are available today.  Asking me to
propose a new sampling site for the current sampling and analytic approach is analogous to challenging
me to select a new location for a mouse trap that has failed to snare any prey; it is guaranteed to continue
to be ineffective because it had always and still lacks a spring.  Until a rigorous and comprehensive
program is in place, the current approach will continue to be invalid and simply serve as a smokescreen
to avoid full evaluation of the health and safety issues for civilians and military personnel alike. 

The issue of proper methods is relatively easy to resolve.  The underlying impediment to selection of a
different method need only move from a field of confrontation to one of cooperation and I feel you have
made a great first step in that direction. 

I had previously proposed that there be a cooperative program of monitoring for DU transport at PTA
among interested parties.  There are tremendous advantages to such a program.  It would not only
involve the community of concerned citizens, but it can establish a model for a comprehensive program
for the Army and NRC to follow for all the sites under license SUC-1593.  I believe most elements to
initiate such a program are in place on the Big Island. 

For funding, I know that the NRC has various grant programs, especially for academic support and such a
citizen science program on the Hawaii DU issue can be established in short order.  In addition, the Army
should be a primary source of funding as a cooperative program would be of major benefit to them.  I
recognize the Army is hesitant to participate in such a program because if evidence of DU migration is
found, then it may put pressure on the Army to initiate remediation action, which is of and by 
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itself a meritable concept worth considering.  Its current program is designed to not find DU and it has
been successful. 

If funding is available, I have great confidence that I can immediately contact academic programs at
various universities and obtain their participation. 

It will take a lot of time on my part to participate in the development of such a program but I am willing to
make the effort.  I similarly hope that you are willing to continue your role as negotiator in this cooperative
effort as I believe it is truly a path that will benefit all interested parties.  The opportunity is before us and
we should not let it slip away. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Reimer, Ph.D
Retired Geologist 

cc: Yadav, Priya

Priya.Yadav@nrc.gov

 

 



 

 

 

 




